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Oligomeric aggregates of the amyloid-beta peptide(1-42)
(Aβ42) are regarded as a primary cause of cytotoxicity related
to membrane damage in Alzheimer’s disease. However, a
dynamical and structural characterization of pore-forming
Aβ42 oligomers at atomic detail has not been feasible. Here,
we used Aβ42 oligomer structures previously determined in a
membrane-mimicking environment as putative model systems
to study the pore formation process in phospholipid bilayers
with all-atom molecular dynamics simulations. Multiple Aβ42
oligomer sizes, conformations, and N-terminally truncated
isoforms were investigated on the multi-μs time scale. We
found that pore formation and ion permeation occur via edge
conductivity and exclusively for β-sandwich structures that
feature exposed side-by-side β-strand pairs formed by residues
9 to 21 of Aβ42. The extent of pore formation and ion
permeation depends on the insertion depth of hydrophilic
residues 13 to 16 (HHQK domain) and thus on subtle differ-
ences in the overall stability, orientation, and conformation of
the aggregates in the membrane. Additionally, we determined
that backbone carbonyl and polar side-chain atoms from the
edge strands directly contribute to the coordination sphere of
the permeating ions. Furthermore, point mutations that alter
the number of favorable side-chain contacts correlate with the
ability of the Aβ42 oligomer models to facilitate ion perme-
ation in the bilayer center. Our findings suggest that
membrane-inserted, layered β-sheet edges are a key structural
motif in pore-forming Aβ42 oligomers independent of their
size and play a pivotal role in aggregate-induced membrane
permeabilization.

The progression of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is marked by
synaptic dysfunction, inflammatory processes, and neuronal
loss that eventually result in irreversible neurodegeneration
and dementia (1, 2). The abnormal accumulation of amyloid-
beta peptide(1-42) (Aβ42) is linked via several proposed
pathways to the observed proteostatic stress and dyshomeo-
stasis in the brain of AD patients (3–6). Aβ42 self-assembly
into soluble neurotoxic oligomeric aggregates, Aβ42
interactions with binding receptors, or downstream
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accumulation of reactive oxygen species represent some of the
potential targets in a diverse set of therapeutic intervention
strategies for AD (7, 8). Soluble Aβ oligomers and insoluble
fibrillar amyloid plaques do not show the same correlation
with cognitive impairment and build-up in AD brain (8, 9), as
small Aβ assemblies are suggested to elicit potent neurotoxic
activity in the early stages of AD (9). Yet to date, a full un-
derstanding of the complex molecular processes has not been
achieved. The causal involvement of Aβ42 in the human
neuropathology via a linear cascade of events therefore re-
mains disputed despite decades of intense research (10). Along
these lines, analysis of human cerebrospinal fluid showed that
oligomeric Aβ aggregate sizes and structures are heteroge-
neous and their mechanisms of toxicity vary during the disease
progression (11). The direct interaction with cellular mem-
branes and detrimental effects on cell viability caused by
oligomeric Aβ aggregates as small as dimers (12, 13) are,
however, well established in vitro (2, 14–18). In fact, smaller
aggregates were identified as the most potent agents at dis-
rupting membrane integrity (19–21), suggesting that
membrane-associated Aβ oligomers are an important piece to
the puzzle. The ability of low molecular-weight Aβ42 oligo-
mers to permeabilize membranes, including a variety of
N-terminally truncated Aβ42 variants (22, 23), has sparked the
quest to explore the putative presence of ion channel-like
(24–26) and amyloid pore structures (23, 27–30). Several
studies have demonstrated that Aβ42 induces permeation of
common physiological ions across planar lipid bilayers and
plasma membranes (24, 29, 31–33), with a preferential flow of
calcium and potassium over sodium ions (24).

Still, the inherent heterogeneity and transient nature of the
conformational states populated during aggregate formation
has thwarted the elucidation of high-resolution structures in
general (34) and of pore-forming oligomers in particular (35).
Recent advances in functional and structural characterization of
small Aβ42 oligomers in membrane mimics therefore critically
contribute to the understanding of the molecular basis of pore
formation in a near physiological environment (20, 29, 30, 33).
Ciudad et. al (33) studied preparations of β-sheet pore-forming
oligomers (βPFOs) with solid-state NMR spectroscopy and
proposed a membrane-inserted aggregate structure composed
of four Aβ42 peptide chains (PDB ID: 6RHY). The structural
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Role of Aβ42 oligomer conformations in membrane disruption
model exhibits a six-stranded, antiparallel β-sheet with two
distinct subunits. Two antiparallel β-strands from the Aβ42 C-
terminus (β3, residues G29-I41) make up the aggregate core,
with two flanking β-hairpins, each formed by residues G9-A21
(β1) and G29-V40 (β2). Additionally, high-order Aβ42 oligo-
mers, in particular octameric structures, are observed. In both
tetramer and octamer structures, exposed β-strands constitute
the edge of the Aβ42 βPFOs transmembrane domain (TMD)
(33). The N-terminal edge β-strand harbors residues 11 to 16
that have previously been implicated in the formation of stable
intramembrane Aβ oligomers (14, 18). Most of the previous
Aβ42 βPFO structure models were predominantly character-
ized by β-barrel or cylindrin-like conformations that avoid
exposed edge strands by continuous intermolecular hydrogen
bonding (29, 30, 36, 37) as an important difference to βPFOs
with the 6RHY fold. Covalently stabilized oligomer conforma-
tions from Aβ fragments form nonfibrillar β-sandwich struc-
tures, however, exclusively with β-turn-β folds (34, 38).
According to Ciudad et al., membrane-inserted Aβ42 oligo-
mers with the 6RHY fold expose hydrophilic edge strands that
are able to facilitate water permeation and lipid head group
perturbation by a mechanism termed edge conductivity (33).
Due to their small size, the novel βPFOs with the 6RHY fold are
suitable model systems to study the oligomer-induced disrup-
tion of a model membrane by means of all-atom molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. Here, we address the question if
pore formation and ion permeation are common characteristics
of many low molecular-weight Aβ oligomer structures or only
associated with certain conformational states. We probe the
principal relationship between the three-dimensional Aβ42
oligomer structure and membrane permeabilization for more
than a millisecond in total simulation time. We monitor the
stability of the aggregates and reveal the molecular de-
terminants that render Aβ42 βPFOswith the 6RHY fold capable
of ion permeation.
Results

Extent of membrane permeabilization induced by Aβ42 pore-
forming oligomers examined on the μs time scale

Simulation models of pore-forming β-sheet oligomers with
the 6RHY fold are based on the Aβ42 βPFO structure reported
by Ciudad et al. (33) (Fig. 1A). The disordered, solvent-
exposed N-terminal regions could not be assigned or did not
show lipid interactions experimentally (33). We therefore built
a β-sheet model (T) confining the Aβ(1-42) molecules to two
subunits of the transmembrane motif with residues 6 to 42 and
22 to 42, respectively (Fig. 1, A and B, see Experimental
procedures). In addition, a tetramer with full-length
Aβ(1-42) was set up (Fig. 1B). Two octameric β-sandwich
models were obtained by packing the hydrophobic core of two
N-terminally truncated transmembrane β-sheet tetramers
side-by-side. We considered only two sterically favorable
packing modes of the tetrameric β-sheet subunits: up-down
and face-to-face (O-AP), as well as face-to-back (O-P, Fig. 1C).
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The full-length and N-terminally truncated (T) tetramer
β-sheet as well as the octamer Aβ42 β-sandwich oligomer (O-AP
and O-P) models were embedded in a lipid bilayer consisting of
zwitterionic 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(POPC, Figs. 1D and S1).

For each of the N-terminally truncated transmebrane
domain structure models, 10 independent 2.5 μs long MD
simulations were carried out with two different MD force
fields (AMBER99SB*/Slipids referred to as AMBER and
CHARMM36m/CHARMM36 lipid force field referred to as
CHARMM, see Experimental procedures). A detailed sum-
mary of all simulated systems and performed MD simulations
is provided in Tables S1–S3.

The tetrameric and octameric Aβ42 βPFO models show a
different spontaneous permeabilization behavior consistently
in each of the individual simulation runs and among the
employed force fields (Figs. 1, E and F, and 2, A and B). An
increased water permeability of the transmembrane region
along either β-sheet edge was revealed by simulations of T
compared to a flat POPC bilayer without embedded Aβ42
βPFO (Fig. 2, A–C and Movie S1). However, no substantial
perturbation of the lipid head group region is observed
(Fig. 2C). The presence of water and lipid oxygen atoms in the
hydrophobic center of the membrane was characterized by the
polar transmembrane defect in terms of a reaction coordinate
analysis (39) (see Experimental procedures, Fig. 2B). Accord-
ingly, no polar defects that span the entire lipid bilayer width
are seen based on the reaction coordinate ξ (Fig. 2B). Simu-
lations of the full-length Aβ42 β-sheet tetramer and the
truncated T βPFO model show no significant differences in
terms of structural stability or water permeability of the
bilayer. A slightly higher lipid head group perturbation for the
full-length system is observed due to the sporadic and tran-
sient formation of partially open pores (Fig. S2, B and C).
Neither the full-length nor the N-terminally truncated Aβ42
pore-forming tetramers induce ion permeation across the
POPC bilayer (Fig. S2A). To ensure that the observed trends
are robust, the T βPFO simulations with the AMBER force
field were extended from 2.5 μs up to 5 μs. Indeed, no eventual
pore-opening events occur even on longer time scales (Fig. S3).

In contrast, simulations of both O-AP and O-P structures
show a higher density of water and polar lipid groups in the
hydrophobic membrane interior, indicating formation of a
hydrophilic pore. The time traces shown in Figure 1E illustrate
the penetration of water and polar lipid groups in the hydro-
phobic membrane center, i.e. the formation of continuous and
stable polar defects within 200 ns for a single representative
simulation (see also Movie S2). The O-AP β-sandwich model
most favorably induces fully formed and water filled pores
(ξ = 1) along its β-strand edges (Fig. 2, A and B) in both tested
force fields. The spontaneously formed pores stay open and
result in stable transmembrane defects on a multi-μs time
scale (Fig. S3). As evident from the partial density profiles in
Figure 2C, chloride anions and potassium cations also enter
into and out of the bilayer center. The position probability
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Figure 1. Simulation model of Aβ42 pore-forming oligomers with the 6RHY fold. A, amino acid sequence of full-length Aβ42 is shown together with the
transmembrane domain of Aβ42 pore-forming oligomer models with the 6RHY fold highlighted by boxes with broken lines. B, renderings of corresponding
full-length Aβ42 tetramer β-sheet and its N-terminally truncated transmembrane domain model (T). Structures are shown in cartoon representation, side-
chain atoms of residues 13 to 16 (HHQK) and 35 (M) are indicated as sticks. C, initial coordinates for two octameric β-sandwich oligomer models: O-AP and
O-P. D, snapshot of membrane-embedded Aβ42 O-AP model. E, close up view after 10 nanoseconds of MD simulation shows the formation of polar defects
along either edge of the Aβ42 oligomer model. Phospholipid atoms from the head group region are shown as spheres and highlighted by color (red -
oxygen, orange - phosphorus). Water molecules inside the lipid bilayer are shown as sticks (blue). White bars on the right indicate 28 slices along the
membrane normal used to monitor the presence of water and polar lipid atoms across the membrane. F, time traces show spontaneous formation of a
continuous and stable polar defect expressed as reaction coordinate ξ. Arrows indicate corresponding ξ values for polar defects along the two β1-strand pair
edges shown in (E). MD, molecular dynamics.

Role of Aβ42 oligomer conformations in membrane disruption
distributions show that cations permeate the bilayer more
readily during the simulations (Fig. 2C). The O-P β-sandwich
model shows a higher permeation barrier for potassium ions
(AMBER: by 2.5 kJ/mol, CHARMM: by 7.5 kJ/mol) and an
increased fraction of only partially open pores compared to the
O-AP model (Fig. 2, B and C).
The HHQK domain shows specific interactions with lipid head
groups

Residue-based contact mapping shown in Figure 3, A and B
reveals direct interactions between polar lipid head groups and
water molecules with the hydrophilic residues 13 to 16 (HHQK
domain) of the β1-strand, regardless of the initial oligomer
model. The simulated T, O-AP, and O-P models slightly tilt
during the simulations and show a high average contact
frequency of H14 and K16 side-chains to the lipid phosphate
groups, whereas the H13 and Q15 side-chains predominantly
interact with the positively charged choline group of the lipids.
Furthermore, lipid carbonyls show increased contact frequency
to the side-chain atoms of Q15 and K16, as well as to the
backbone atoms of H14 and K16 due to hydrogen bonding
(Figs. S4 and S5). It is of note that the extent of pore formation
and pattern of lipid aggregate interactions agree almost quan-
titatively between both force fields (Figs. 3B, S4 and S5). The
direct lipid contacts between the HHQK domains on either
β-sheet edge of the T βPFO are established on a sub-μs time
scale (see Movie S1). The highest density of lipid-contacting
HHQK residues is observed approx. 1 nm away from the
bilayer center and towards the lipid head group region from
opposite membrane leaflets (Fig. 3, C and D). The layered
β-sheets in the O-AP and O-P models feature two HHQK
J. Biol. Chem. (2023) 299(4) 103034 3
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Role of Aβ42 oligomer conformations in membrane disruption
domains on each side of the exposed β-strand edges (Fig. 3C).
The direct interactions of lipid head groups and water with this
wider patch of hydrophilic residues facilitate and stabilize the
opening of fully hydrated pores (Fig. 3, C and D).

Continuous polar transmembrane defects are most abun-
dantly induced by the O-AP model due to the antiparallel β1-
strand alignment that results in the HHQK domains spanning
the whole center of the bilayer on either edge (Fig. 3, C and D).
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The preferential location of the HHQK domains relative to the
bilayer center thus rationalizes the varying extent of stable
pore formation induced by the tested oligomer models.

Similar to the T model, the hydrophobic β2- and β3-strands
of the β-sandwich octamer models show no substantial in-
teractions with polar lipid atoms, water molecules, or ions
(Figs. S4 and S5). Consequently, the lipid bilayer remains un-
perturbed along the hydrophobic faces of the β-sheet core. The
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resulting pore shape can be thus best described as a non-
concentric toroid that is restricted to both β-sandwich edges
(Fig. S6, A and B). As water or ions are only in contact with the
outermost, exposed β-sheet edges in the membrane center, no
permeation pathway in the aggregate interior is observed in
the simulations (Fig. S6C).

Aβ42 βPFO stability and pore formation along layered β-sheet
edges depends on β1-strand insertion

The ability of Aβ42 octamers with layered β-sheet edges to
induce pore formation is associated with characteristic lipid
contacts via residues 13 to 16 (HHQK) from the N-terminal
β1-strand. This led us to further probe the stability of Aβ42
βPFO models and their capacity for pore formation with a
particular focus on the role of the peptide’s N-terminus. To do
so, aggregate isoforms were derived by selectively removing
the HHQK domain bearing β1-strands from the TMD of the
octameric β-sandwich model structure to mimic a 6RHY type
aggregate without membrane-inserted N-terminus (Figs. 4 and
5A). We obtained an octameric β-sandwich model with layered
β-sheet edges formed only by the hydrophobic β2/β3 strands
from the C-terminus of Aβ42 (Figs. 4 and 5A). Based on the
J. Biol. Chem. (2023) 299(4) 103034 5
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Role of Aβ42 oligomer conformations in membrane disruption
previous analysis, only the O-APmodel was considered a good
template for the smaller Aβ42 βPFOs with the 6RHY fold
(Fig. 4). We also tested tetrameric and hexameric β-sandwich
models with and without N-terminal truncation (Fig. 4A). The
latter, ’Janus-faced’ β-sandwich aggregates, exhibit by design a
hydrophilic side-by-side β1-strand pair edge on one side
(identical to the octamer) and a hydrophobic side-by-side β2/
3-strand pair edge on the other side of its TMD structure
(Figs. 4 and 5A). As expected from the previous findings, also
the smaller, ’Janus-faced’ β-sandwich conformations form
continuous polar transmembrane defects along the side-by-
side β1-strand pair edge with a high propensity. Yet, inde-
pendent of tested oligomer size and conformation, no pore
formation occurs along side-by-side pair edges formed by β2/
β3-strands (Fig. 4A).

The stability of the TMD β-strands in terms of rmsd and
capacity to form continuous polar membrane defects of the
tested aggregate model structures is summarized in Figure 5B.
Aβ42 β-sandwich oligomers without any intra-membrane,
N-terminal β1-strands do not form pores and cause only
small, if any detectable perturbations of the lipid bilayer in the
simulations (Fig. 5B). The β-sandwich octamer with β1-strands
6 J. Biol. Chem. (2023) 299(4) 103034
is the most stable among the tested oligomer models, main-
taining the high initial β-sheet secondary structure content
throughout the simulated μs time scale. All smaller oligomers
show sizable deviations from the initial structural models
(Fig. 5C). The ’Janus-faced’ tetrameric and hexameric
β-sandwich conformations are less stable than the octamer
model in AMBER and CHARMM simulations, due to frequent
separations of the mated β-sheets at the β2/β3-strand edge.
The βPFO derivatives with layered β-sheets composed only of
hydrophobic β2/β3-strands do not appear to be stable either
(Fig. 5, B and C). Instead, even the larger βPFO models with six
or eight TMD β-strands show twisted and sheared β-sheet
layers. We also observed the conversion to single β-sheet and
β-barrel–like states, in each case resulting in an increased
amount of interchain β-sheet contacts (Fig. 5C).
Aβ42 oligomers without layered β-sheet edges are not able to
form stable pores

To examine whether side-by-side β1-strand pair edges are
necessary to induce spontaneous pore formation, we studied
additional Aβ42 βPFO models without layered β-sheet edges,
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face-to-face (left) octameric and hexameric β-sandwich oligomer models (center) with and (right) without β1-strand edges. Accompanying panels report the
occurrence of polar transmembrane defects (ξ) averaged over multiple independent simulations. Distributions are reported in total (black line) and
separately along each individual β-strand edge (colored lines). B, the average polar transmembrane defect is shown for a total of seven β-sandwich oligomer
models with layered β-sheet edges, with and without side-by-side β1-strand pair edges (left panel). Symbols indicate averages over all independent
simulations per oligomer model, error bars denote the standard error. The symbol outline colors indicate the force field used (black - AMBER; burgundy -
CHARMM). Additional symbol annotations are the same as in Figure 4. The average rmsd of the transmembrane β-strands with respect to the simulation
starting structure are shown as function of the average polar transmembrane defect (right panels). The symbols report individual averages for each in-
dependent simulation per oligomer model. C, representative snapshots of selected simulations illustrate the extent of the polar defect and conformational
deviation for each oligomer model shown in (B). βPFO, β-sheet pore-forming oligomer.

Role of Aβ42 oligomer conformations in membrane disruption
varying in number and composition of their TMD β-strands
(Fig. 4B). The respective β-sheet aggregates were obtained by
selectively removing β1/β2-strands from the T and O-AP
6RHY structure models (Fig. 4B). Deleting a single β1-strand
on either edge of the O-AP is sufficient to significantly
diminish the otherwise high membrane permeability induced
by this oligomer (Fig. 6A). The extent of transmembrane polar
defects decrease linearly upon removal of further β-strands
from octameric to trimeric structures (Fig. 6D). In fact, none of
the tested oligomeric states without layered β-sheet edges are
able to form continuous pores or large polar defects in the
membrane.

Independent of aggregate size, the majority of structure
models is stable on the multi-μs simulation time scale as
judged by the small rmsd of the TMD β-strands (Fig. 6E). The
T model, which is also the building block of the larger tested
asymmetric β-sandwich oligomers, is the most stable. The
hexameric, asymmetric β-sandwich oligomer without
membrane-inserted β1-strands (Hexa-0pe-0.2.4) is the least
stable aggregate model and equilibrates towards single β-sheet
and β-barrel-like states, similar to what is observed for the
symmetric β-sandwich structures entirely composed of the
hydrophobic, C-terminal TMD β-strands.

Our results indicate that (β-sandwich) aggregate conforma-
tions are unstable in the absence of polar lipid contacts to the
entire length of the intramembrane β-sheet edges. Instead,
closed arrangements are favored, where the edges of both
β-sheet layers establish hydrogen bonds with one another. To
further test this premise, we sought to examine preformed
β-barrel oligomers that are not based on the 6HRY structure
model. We selected a tetrameric β-barrel (Tetra-0pe-2OTK
derived from PDB ID: 2OTK/5W4J) and hexameric cylindrin
(Hexa-0pe-3SGO derived from PDB ID: 3SGO) with different
folds as additional structure models for Aβ42 βPFOs without
any β-sheet edges (see Experimental procedures, Figs. 6, B and
C and S7). The tetrameric β-barrel based on 2OTK Aβ hairpin
conformations as principal structural motif shows a high degree
of stability during the simulations. The cylindrin-like hexamer
structure formed by the C-terminal part of the Aβ-peptide (37)
is also very stable within POPC bilayers. However, both models
show no pore formation or capacity to permeate ions across the
lipid bilayer. The β-barrel structures are devoid of water con-
tacts in the center of the membrane, indicating that also no
aqueous interior pores are present (Figs. 6C and S8 and S9).

Phospholipid interactions stabilize Aβ42 oligomer models
with the 6RHY fold

A comparison of tetrameric oligomer conformations simu-
lated in aqueous solvent and POPC lipid bilayers indicates that
lipid–protein interactions have a significant stabilizing effect
J. Biol. Chem. (2023) 299(4) 103034 7
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Role of Aβ42 oligomer conformations in membrane disruption
on β-sheet and β-sandwich tetramers with the 6RHY fold
(Fig. 7A). In particular, the T model, while stably immersed in
a phospholipid bilayer, converts to more compact and curved
aggregates in the absence of lipids and shows a partial loss of
extended β-structure content (Fig. 7, B and C). The Tetra-0pe-
2.2.2 and Tetra-2pe-2.2.2 models form incomplete β-barrel
topologies with increased hydrogen bonding at the β-sheet
edges (Fig. 7, B and C). Interestingly, the tetrameric and hex-
americ Aβ42 β-barrel models (Fig. S7) without free edge β-
strands display a stability in water comparable to the
membrane-embedded structures (Fig. 7, B and D). Both
AMBER and CHARMM force fields show the same trends in
terms of solvent media (lipid bilayer or water)–dependent
aggregate stability for the tested structure models (β-sheet, β-
sandwich, or β-barrel) with evidence of a higher overall sta-
bility in the AMBER simulations (Fig. 7B).
Pore formation and ion permeation occurs only along stable
β-sheet pair edges but independent of oligomer size

To corroborate the emerging trends, we conducted a sys-
tematic investigation of smaller βPFOs (dimers to hexamers)
with at least one side-by-side β1-strand pair edge (Fig. 4A). As
done before, subsets of the TMD β-strands from the O-AP
template were selected to arrive at the respective 6RHY βPFO
8 J. Biol. Chem. (2023) 299(4) 103034
model structures. Together with the three oligomer models
presented in Figure 5A, a total of nine Aβ42 βPFO models with
at least one side-by-side β1-strand pair edge were compiled
(Fig. 4A). The stability of the βPFO aggregate models, specif-
ically of the side-by-side β1-strand pair edge, shows a striking
correlation with the ability to form stable, aqueous pores
(Fig. 8A). Aggregates larger than the trimer form stable hy-
drated edge pores during the majority of all individual multi-μs
long simulations. However, also smaller dimeric and trimeric
βPFO aggregates retain stable side-by-side β1-strand pair
edges in multiple simulation runs, resulting in pore formation
(Fig. 8, A). Interestingly, the lateral addition of a β1/β2-strand
hairpin to the tetrameric β-sheet model (T) is already sufficient
to create a stable, pore-forming side-by-side β1-strand pair
edge motif (Figs. 4A and 8A, Penta-1pe-3.3.2).

The simulations reported in Figure 8A were carried out with
charged lysine side-chains at position 16 compatible with pH
7.4 (K16/LysH+). We note that the O-AP, Hexa-1pe-3.3.3, and
Tetra-2pe-2.2.2 models with two neutral K16/LysH0 (pH 9.0)
also show membrane perturbing characteristics. However, the
extent of pore formation and HHQK domain interactions with
the lipid head group region is decreased compared to simu-
lations with ionized K16 (Fig. S10). The O-AP and Hexa-1pe-
3.3.3 aggregate models with neutral K16 side-chains retain
conformations that are similar to the ones with ionized K16 or
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Role of Aβ42 oligomer conformations in membrane disruption
stay even closer to the initial structure model in both force
fields (Fig. S11).

Figure 8C shows the correlation between the rmsd of the
side-by-side β1-strand pair edge and extent of edge conduc-
tivity considering K16/LysH+ and K16/LysH0 simulations. The
most stable layered β-sheet edges show the lowest energetic
barrier for potassium ions entering the hydrophobic bilayer
center (Fig. 8, C and D). In contrast, no ion permeation is
registered when the side-by-side β1-strand pair edge confor-
mations exhibit a rmsd higher than 0.6 nm from the initial
structure (Fig. 8, B and D). In the simulations, such high rmsd
values are caused, e.g., by twisting and shearing of the initially
J. Biol. Chem. (2023) 299(4) 103034 9
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parallel β-sheet layers that separate both HHQK domains.
Once the side-by-side β1-strand structure deforms further or
closes due to interstrand hydrogen bond formation, the edge
conductivity is lost and not compatible with ion permeation
anymore (Fig. 8, B and C). The pore-forming characteristics of
well aligned, layered β-sheet edges with persistent close
intersheet contacts between the two HHQK domains (low
rmsd) are consistent in AMBER and CHARMM simulations.
The underlying distributions of βPFO model conformations
are, however, skewed differently (Fig. 8C).

For smaller βPFO models, the difference in the stability of
the side-by-side β1-strand pair edge is more pronounced in the
CHARMM force field and sheds light on the force field
dependence of the simulation outcome (Figs. 8A and S12). In
particular, the tetrameric β-sandwich conformations (Tetra-
2pe-2.2.2) are less stable in CHARMM simulations than the
10 J. Biol. Chem. (2023) 299(4) 103034
AMBER simulations (Fig. S12, A–C). Indeed, pore-forming
structures sampled during AMBER simulations and spawned
in the CHARMM force field reequilibrate within 2 μs towards
conformations that do not perturb the bilayer significantly
(Fig. S12, D and E).

In conclusion, our simulations indicate that aggregate sta-
bility is likely governed by nuanced lipid–protein and protein–
protein interactions and may be force field dependent for
smaller, metastable β-sandwich oligomer models.
Ion conducting properties of lipid-stabilized pores is defined
by specific interactions with side-by-side β1-strand pair edge

To disentangle individual contributions to cation perme-
ation in the membrane center, we monitored direct protein
contacts to potassium ions crossing the bilayer in tetrameric,
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hexameric, and octameric βPFO models, all of whom feature at
least one antiparallel side-by-side β1-strand pair edge struc-
ture. Figure 9A shows the side-by-side β1-strand pair edge up
close and highlights the carbonyl oxygens, along with the
histidine (H13, H14), glutamine (Q15), and phenylalanine
(F19, F20) side-chains.

Backbone and side-chain atoms from residues 9 to 21
comprising the β1-strand exhibit transient but direct contacts
to potassium ions as found from a contact analysis (Fig. S5).
Residues H13 and F20, located at opposite ends of the
β1-strand and close to the lipid-water interface, have the
highest average contact frequency (Fig. S5). Residues H14,
Q15, and F19 show direct cation contacts, as well. An example
of a potassium permeation event in the bilayer center with
direct backbone and side-chain atom interactions is depicted
in Figure 9B and Movie S3, showing that side-chain and
backbone carbonyls can also coordinate the monovalent cation
in concert. We calculated the average composition of the first
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increased contacts to the β1-strand for permeating ions
(Fig. 9C). Concordantly, fewer water and lipid oxygens coor-
dinate the potassium ions moving across the bilayer center
than K16/LysH+, in particular for CHARMM simulations.

Mutations in the β1-strand emphasize the specificity of
β-sheet edges in Aβ42 βPFOs

In subsequent computer experiments, we aimed to explore
the specificity of the layered β-sheet edges formed by Aβ0s
N-terminus. Specifically, we tested how single residues impact
the pore forming and ion conduction ability of these βPFO
models. Experimental data suggest that certain mutations in
the β1-strand likely affect the cytotoxicity compared to the
WT Aβ peptide. The F19G mutation, for instance, was shown
to abolish toxicity (40, 41). An attenuation of toxicity was also
observed by altering amino acids 13 through 17 (GGQGL) (42)
or through methylation of nitrogen atoms from the imidazole
rings of H13 and H14 (43). In contrast, a 1:1 mixture of K16N
and WT Aβ produces highly toxic oligomers (44).

We simulated these three sets of mutations for the hex-
americ β-sandwich model (Hexa-2pe-2.2.4): The F19 side-
chain (40, 41) is located on opposite ends of the side-by-side
β1-strand pair edge (Fig. 10A), whereas the H13A; H14A;
Q15A (Fig. 10B) and K16N (44) (Fig. 10C) mutations directly
affect the HHQK domains and either delete or introduce a
side-chain carbonyl group. All probed variants show a minor
impact on the extent of pore formation and stability of the
6RHY fold but change the ability to permeate ions across
membrane compared to the WT Aβ42 βPFO model. The F19G
and alanine mutations caused a significant reduction in ion
permeation, increasing the energetic barrier by more than 4 kJ/
mol, respectively (Fig. 10, A and B). The K16N mutant increase
the capacity of the hydrophilic transmembrane β-sheet edge to
bind ions (Fig. 10C), thus lowering the energetic barrier in the
bilayer center. This observation agrees with the previously
discussed direct residue-ion contacts, in particular with the
cation coordination of the side-chain carbonyls (Fig. 9C). The
impact of deleting the inward facing aromatic residue
phenylalanine (F19) and both histidines (H13/H14) in the side-
by-side β1-strand pair edge furthermore points to a relevance
of cation-pi interactions for the entry of ions in the trans-
membrane region.

Discussion

Small, oligomeric, and membrane-bound structures may
represent the most neurotoxic aggregates during Aβ misfold-
ing and self-assembly (2, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 16, 19–21, 26, 28).
Determining the mechanistic underpinnings of pathological
membrane permeabilization from a structure-activity stand-
point, however, remains a considerable challenge due to the
scarcity of experimentally determined atomic structures. MD
simulations allow to investigate isolated oligomeric states and
gauge their conformational stability and dynamical in-
teractions based on 3D structure models. Several theoretical
models of Aβ oligomers have been presented in the past: de
novo assembled from Aβ monomers (45–48), by threading the
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Aβ sequence on β-barrel and cylindrin-like scaffolds (37, 49),
or by modeling of Aβ conformations based on fibrillar cross-β
structure motifs (50, 51). An in-depth review of computer
simulations on Aβ oligomer models in solution or bound to
model membranes is given elsewhere (48, 52).

Here, we probed the principal relationship between mem-
brane permeabilization and 3D structures of low molecular-
weight Aβ42 oligomers, ranging from dimer to octamers in
size, using all-atom MD simulations. Only membrane-
embedded Aβ42 oligomers with the 6RHY fold and exposed
edges of mated β-strands from the Aβ N-terminus spontane-
ously form and maintain continuous, lipid-stabilized pores. By
comparing the behavior of Aβ42 truncation variants and iso-
forms, we demonstrate that β-sandwich models with the 6RHY
fold lacking a membrane-inserted N-terminus do not form
pores and show a significantly reduced stability. We suggest a
specific mechanism of ion permeation across edge-
conductivity pores involving direct protein-ion contacts with
side-by-side pair of β1-strands, as well as an interdependence
between the overall aggregate stability and the anchoring of
the HHQK domain in the membrane.

Among the tested oligomer 6RHY models, the tetrameric
β-sheet oligomer and octameric β-sandwich with identical
subunits are the most stable, in line with the experimentally
observed homogeneous Aβ42 oligomer size populations
(29, 33). Based on our simulation results, the tetramer β-sheet
model (T) with the 6RHY fold could play a crucial role in the
formation of larger Aβ42 βPFOs. The tetramer β-sheet was
stable and invariably anchored in the two-dimensional matrix
of phospholipid bilayers. This could effectively reduce the
combinations of available aggregate packings in the nucleation
stage and thus provide the necessary templates to facilitate the
octameric β-sandwich structure formation. We additionally
found that the tetrameric β-sheet could serve as stable building
block in pentameric and hexameric oligomers that form by
lateral addition of individual Aβ molecules. The simulations
furthermore support the notion of at least metastable sub-
populations of dimers, trimers, and tetramers with a side-by-
side pair edge motif of β1-strands. It is known that phospho-
lipids are crucial for the formation and stability of Aβ42
oligomers (17, 29, 30, 33). The presence of lipid membranes
and their composition modulates Aβ aggregate structures and
toxicity (19, 29, 30, 33, 53). Our study provides additional
evidence that tetrameric β-sheet and β-sandwich conforma-
tions with the 6RHY fold are only stable as lipid–protein
complexes and significantly less stable in aqueous solution.
Our findings therefore suggest that edge pore formation may
entail favorable lipid–protein interactions, critical in stabilizing
the distinct features of Aβ42 oligomers with the 6RHY fold.
Moreover, tight and specific lipid–protein interactions as
found here would also be consistent with detergent-like effects
of Aβ oligomers (17, 21). The hydrophobic C-terminal part of
Aβ is known to be important for the intramembrane self-
assembly pathway (18) and is found as the key constituent of
several Aβ42 oligomer structures with intermolecular anti-
parallel β-sheets (29, 36, 54). All tested Aβ42 aggregate models
without the membrane-interacting β1-strand exhibit a
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significant amount of β-structure, however, are restricted to
conformational states with compact β-barrel–like and twisted
β-sheets. The structural conversion of truncated 6RHY oligo-
mers without β1-strands highlights interstrand hydrogen bond
formation as a dominant driving force for transmembrane
β-strand conformations in the absence of additional lipid–
protein interactions (55). Osterlund et al. reported that incu-
bation of Aβ monomers in a micellar environment results in
Aβ42 oligomer sizes up to hexamers, whose collisional cross
sections determined by native mass spectrometry data are
J. Biol. Chem. (2023) 299(4) 103034 13
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compatible with isotropic or β-barrel structures (30). The
underlying building block chosen for the putative structural
model was a 2OTK β-turn-β fold (56) that does not involve the
peptide’s N-terminal part in the β-sheet core (30). From
additional simulations of a tetrameric β-barrel based on 2OTK
Aβ hairpin conformations and preformed cylindrin-like hex-
amers (37), we conclude that closed, antiparallel β-sheet ar-
rangements of membrane-inserted Aβ molecules represent a
conformational state with high relative stability, both in lipid
bilayers and aqueous solvent. Despite the comparable stability
of these oligomer states, a considerable degree of variability,
e.g. in the number of β-strands and β-sheet topology may
explain the structural polymorphism observed in low
molecular-weight Aβ oligomers (3, 11, 29, 30, 33, 34, 36, 37,
54).

The current study provides evidence that small Aβ oligo-
mers show a common membrane permeabilization mechanism
by formation of edge conductivity pores involving exposed
β-strand layers from the N-terminus. Stable edge pore for-
mation was observed for a number of oligomer sizes, ranging
from tetramers to octamers, however, only if stable, exposed
β-sheet edge double layers are present. The continuous lining
of hydrophilic residues 13 to 16 (HHQK domain) found in the
antiparallel pairings of the β1-strand edge provides an intuitive
explanation for the observed difference in pore formation
ability for tetramer β-sheet and octamer β-sandwich models.
Previous studies have implicated the HHQK domain in the
formation of stable intramembrane Aβ oligomers (18). Muta-
tions in this region of the Aβ42 sequence that disrupt protein–
lipid interactions were shown to abolish pore formation (42,
57).

We have investigated the permeation mechanism of
monovalent potassium ions for edge pore-forming Aβ42
oligomers with the 6RHY fold and found direct protein–ion
interactions via carbonyl groups from the exposed protein
backbone and side-chain atoms from the HHQK domain. The
octameric β-sandwich models with two double layer β-sheet
edges represent the most conductive states in terms of ion
permeation. Our findings indicate that the ability to induce
stable, toroidal shaped transmembrane defects is a necessary
prerequisite for ion permeation. Membrane permeabilization
of ionic species, however, is sensitive to distortions of layered
β-sheet edge conformation, as well as to mutations in the N-
terminal β1-strand. We simulated several mutations that are
known to either impair (F19G and H13A, H14A, Q15A) or
enhance (K16N) Aβ toxicity (41, 42, 44). Interestingly, these
mutations decrease or increase the number of favorable
side-chain ion contacts in the membrane-inserted N-terminal
β1-strand as observed in the simulations and affect the extent
of ion permeation into the bilayer center accordingly. Previous
in vitro studies demonstrated the inhibition of Aβ42 oligomer-
induced ion conductance and toxicity by binding of small
peptide fragments to the HHQK domain (14) and treatment
with histidine-associating compounds (58). We conclude that
direct and specific protein interactions exist along the ion-
conducting pathway. The permeation process is therefore
governed by Aβ42 oligomer edge interactions beyond the
14 J. Biol. Chem. (2023) 299(4) 103034
attraction of hydrophilic lipid head groups into the membrane
center that stabilize the pore. It is of further note that the N-
terminal part of Aβ is also well known to bind divalent metal
ions, such as Zn2+ and Cu2+ (59, 60), which are found to enrich
in Aβ plaques.

Specifically, H13 and H14 from two adjacent Aβ monomers
were shown to coordinate with Zn2+ ions (59), rapidly
inducing toxic, off-pathway Aβ42 oligomers (61). The side-by-
side pair edge of β1-strands in both tested packing modes
(parallel or antiparallel β1-strand alignment) results in two
HHQK domains in close proximity, compatible with such a
scenario. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate the
conformation-specific interactions of divalent metal ions to
6RHY type oligomers in greater detail.

We would like to stress that none of the tested low
molecular-weight Aβ42 oligomer models, varying in size and
β-sheet topology, exhibited a membrane permeabilization
mechanism with an interior pathway for either water or ions.
Aβ42 βPFO models may differ in structure and permeation
mechanism depending on the respective oligomer size distri-
bution. Previously suggested pore models (17, 36, 50, 62, 63)
do not feature exposed transmembrane β-sheet edges and
often lack the N-terminal domain altogether (30, 36, 50). Ion
channel–like Aβ42 structures with inner pores that are suffi-
ciently stable and wide to conduct solvated ions would likely
require folding into highly regular and long transmembrane
β-barrels (62, 63) or formation of much larger, high molecular-
weight assemblies with annular or concentric pores (50, 63).
Atomistic MD simulations of a number of putative membrane-
embedded Aβ structures (hepta-, octa-, and 16-mer β-barrels)
furthermore show that oligomers formed by the C-terminal
part of Aβ and with mainly hydrophobic inner surface area fail
to support stable aqueous pore formation in lipid membranes
(48). The present simulations corroborate and refine on Aβ42
oligomer–phospholipid interactions and induced water
permeation across the transmembrane region findings from
MD simulations using CHARMM36 force field parameters
only with order-of-magnitude longer simulations on the μs
time scale (33). Compared to the previous simulations of
6RHY oligomer models (33), we did not apply a trans-
membrane voltage in the current study to circumvent pore
initiation or pore expansion by electroporation effects.

Our results on pore formation and ion permeation (e.g.
partial densities, lipid-protein contacts, ion coordination pro-
files across the lipid bilayer) from simulations of T and O-AP
models on the μs time scale are robust regarding the two
tested popular force fields (AMBER99SB*/Slipids and
CHARMM36m/CHARMM36 lipid force field). Moreover, the
observed trends of aggregate stability and extent of polar de-
fects for membrane-embedded T (with and without β1-
strand), O-P, and O-AP, as well as both β-barrel structure
models are independent of the force field used. Our simula-
tions predict that the protonation state of lysine side-chains at
position 16 from the β1-strand influences the aggregate con-
formations, consistent with experimental evidence of more
stable oligomeric preparations at pH 9.0 over pH 7.4 (29, 33).
In simulations of tetrameric and hexameric β-sandwich
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oligomers (Tetra-2pe-2.2.2, Hexa-2pe-2.2.4), the CHARMM
force field reproducibly favors aggregate reorganization to-
wards structures that do not form pores in contrast to AMBER
simulations. Here, the extent of pore formation and insertion
depth of the HHQK domain is sensitive to the employed
combinations of protein, lipid, and water force field in simu-
lations. Theoretical work on plain lipid bilayers has highlighted
barrier height differences for the formation of aqueous pores
in MD simulations with respect to the applied force field, i.e.
for moving a hydrophilic phospholipid headgroup to the hy-
drophobic bilayer center (39, 64). A potential overstabilization
of the bilayer state (64), as well as shortcomings of additive
MD force fields to describe ion-induced membrane defects as a
function of bilayer thickness (65), therefore may explain the
observed differences for the smaller, presumably metastable,
oligomers models. The observed slow conformational changes
furthermore underscore the need for MD simulations beyond
the hundreds of nanosecond time scale to properly asses the
kinetic stability of membrane-embedded β-sheet oligomers
(48).

Based on our investigation of multiple low molecular-weight
Aβ oligomer models, we surmise that hydrophilic edge pore
formation induced by 6RHY type structures is compatible with
a wide range of experimental observations. It has recently been
suggested that toxic Aβ oligomers can be defined by structural
constraints, however, are not necessarily of the same size (30,
33, 66). It is therefore intriguing to speculate that toxic βPFOs
are not necessarily of one particular oligomer size but rather
tied to the presence of layered β-sheet edges formed by Aβ0s
N-terminal β-strands, stably inserted in the membrane. We
have shown that this structural motif plays a key role in both,
the Aβ lipid membrane interactions and characteristics of ion
permeation.

Finally, the exploration of structural and functional features
of membrane-inserted Aβ42 oligomers as outlined above
provides an intriguing working model to further the develop-
ment of therapeutic intervention strategies. Unraveling and
understanding the molecular basis of aggregate-induced
membrane permeabilization and cytotoxicity may assist
future structure-based inhibitor design. Along these lines, the
layered β-sheet edge conformations of Aβ42 oligomers bearing
the N-terminal HHQK domain provide an intriguing target.
Monoclonal antibodies (22, 23, 67) that recognize the side-by-
side pair edge motif of β1-strands or specific regions in the
N-terminus of Aβ42 could have the potential to neutralize
oligomer-induced pore formation and ion permeation. A
number of small molecules with specific binding properties to
either exposed backbone epitopes (68, 69), histidine (58), or
lysine (70) side-chains have been shown to effectively modu-
late Aβ42 oligomerization and to interfere with Aβ42 pore
formation. Capping the formation of membrane-embedded Aβ
oligomers with layered β-sheet conformations could be
explored as another strategy to block pore-forming Aβ42
oligomers (71). The present results offer the opportunity to
revisit and confer the mode of action for these and other
known Aβ oligomer inhibitors (7, 67, 72–74) at the molecular
level. In order to achieve enhanced efficacy, the ability to bind
near or in the cellular membrane is expected to be an
important property of drugs targeting Aβ42 βPFOs.

Experimental procedures

Simulation details

The GROMACS 2018 and 2020 simulation software pack-
age (75, 76) was used to set up, carry out, and analyze the MD
simulations. Settings for production runs were chosen as fol-
lows: the long range electrostatic interactions were treated
using the Particle Mesh Ewald method (77, 78). Bonds in
protein and lipid molecules were constrained using the
P-LINCS (79) algorithm. Water molecules were constrained
using SETTLE (80) algorithm. Neighbor lists were updated
with the Verlet list scheme (76, 81). For production runs, the
simulated systems were kept at a temperature of 300 K by
applying the velocity-rescaling (82) algorithm. Initial velocities
for the production runs were taken according to the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution at 300 K. The pressure was held con-
stant by using the Parrinello-Rahman barostat (83) with a
semi-isotropic coupling in the xy-plane.

Simulation protocol: AMBER99SB*/Slipids force field

For all simulations with the AMBER99SB*-ILDN (84–86)
force field, we employed the TIP3P water model (87) together
with ion parameters by Dang et al. (88, 89). For the description
of the lipids, a modified version (90) of the all-atom Slipids
force field (91–93) was used. Bonds between all atoms in
protein and lipid molecules were constrained. The conversion
of aliphatic hydrogen atoms to virtual sites (94) in all protein
and lipid molecules allowed to set the integration time step to
4 fs to speed up the simulations. A real space cut-off for the
electrostatic interactions was set at 1.0 nm. The van-der-Waals
interactions were cut off at 1.0 nm. A dispersion correction for
energy and pressure was applied.

Simulation protocol: CHARMM36m/CHARMM36 lipid force
field

All simulations with the CHARMM36m (95, 96) protein
force field utilized the CHARMM36 lipid parameters (97)
together with the CHARMM-modified (98) TIP3P water
model. The integration time step was set to 2 fs. The neighbor
lists for nonbonded interactions were updated every 20 steps.
Real-space electrostatic interactions were truncated at 1.2 nm.
The van der Waals interactions were switched off between 1.0
to 1.2 nm and short-range electrostatic interactions were cut-
off at 1.2 nm.

System preparation and molecular modeling

Aβ(6–42) β-sheet and β-sandwich models (6RHY fold)

If not stated otherwise, all simulations of oligomeric amy-
loid-β peptide aggregate structures were initiated from or
generated based on atomic coordinates from previously pub-
lished solid-state NMR spectroscopy and CCS data (33).
Octameric β-sandwich structures were derived by simple
symmetry operations (translation and/or rotations) of the
J. Biol. Chem. (2023) 299(4) 103034 15
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tetrameric β-sheet conformation (PDB ID: 6RHY) using the
PyMOL visualization software (99, http://www.pymol.org/
pymol). In the majority of the simulations, the disordered,
solvent-exposed N-terminal regions that could not be assigned
or did not show lipid interactions experimentally (33) were
truncated. And the N-termini were capped with acetyl groups.
Smaller oligomer models and aggregate isoforms were ob-
tained by selectively removing individual Aβ molecules from
the common structure templates (tetrameric β-sheet, octa-
meric β-sandwich). F19G; H13A, H14A, Q15A, and K16N
mutants were generated by substituting individual residue
side-chains in the WT 6RHY model conformation using the
’Mutagenesis’ functionality PyMOL.

In addition, two distinct tetrameric and hexameric Aβ
β-barrel model structures were simulated. Aβ(6–42) β-barrel
model (2OTK fold): This structure model was generated
analogous to the protocol described by Nowick et al. (100)
using atomic coordinates of X-ray crystallographic structures
formed by macrocyclic mimics of the Aβ(16–36) β-hairpin
(PDB ID: 5W4J) (38). After deletion of the delta-linked orni-
thine residues from each macrocycle using PyMOL, an olig-
omer structure with resolved Aβ(16–22 and 30–36) β-strands
in each monomer were obtained. The previously reported
monomeric β-hairpin structure of Aβ(16–40) (PDB ID: 2OTK)
(56) with the same intramolecular hydrogen bond register was
fitted on the structural template (5W4J), resulting in a com-
bined model of a high-resolution Aβ(16–40) tetramer. Missing
N- and C-terminal residues were modeled in random coil
conformation with PyMOL (Fig. S7). Aβ(21-42) β-barrel
model: This structure model was generated analogous to the
protocol described by Do et al. (37). Threading of the Aβ
(28–38) sequence onto the backbone structure of the hex-
americ αB-crystallin cylindrin revealed favorable side-chain
packing among several tested C-terminal Aβ fragments (37).
Thus, the side-chains in the X-ray crystal structures of the
αB-crystallin cylindrin hexamer (PDB ID: 3SGO) were
replaced to match the Aβ(28–38) amino acid stretch using
PyMOL.

Missing N- and C-terminal residues were modeled in
random coil conformation with PyMOL (Fig. S7). After the
modeling stage, both structures were equilibrated in a water
box to allow structure relaxation before arriving at the final
models.

In all simulation systems (see Table S2), the titratable amino
acids were protonated according to their standard protonation
states at pH 7, while also taking into account the solvent
exposure and electrostatic interactions with neighboring polar
groups. Thus, aspartic and glutamic side-chains were simu-
lated with negative charge and all histidine side-chains were
set to neutral (33, 101). All lysine side-chains were simulated
as positively charged (LysH+). In three additional sets of sim-
ulations of β-sandwich models with the 6RHY fold, the lysine
residues at position 16 were also simulated in neutral state
(K16/LysH0, see Table S2).

All production runs were preceded by a multistep equili-
bration of the system. First, the protein part was separately
energy minimized in water. Second, the aggregates were
16 J. Biol. Chem. (2023) 299(4) 103034
immersed in a phospholipid bilayer. Depending on the simu-
lated oligomer model, the following two sizes of POPC
membrane patches were used: a lipid bilayer composed of (1)
250 (used for O-AP and O-P β-sandwich models and the full-
length Aβ tetramer) or (2) 170 (used for all other oligomer
models) POPC lipid molecules spanning the xy-plane of the
periodic simulation box (see Fig. S1). Both membrane patches
were prepared with a water slab of 2.5 nm thickness on top and
bottom of the bilayer using the CHARMM-GUI membrane
builder webserver (102). The simulations with full-length Aβ
molecules were set up with a 6.0 nm thick water slab on top
and bottom of the bilayer. Lipid-solvent contacts were equili-
brated for 1 ns at 300 K. Next, the β-sheet structure was
embedded into the solvated lipid bilayer. Subsequently, K+ and
Cl− ions (ionic strength: 600 mM) were added in the aqueous
phase. The whole system was simulated for an additional 1 ns.
Position restraints with a force constant of 1000 kJ mol−1 nm−2

were applied to the heavy atoms of the protein backbone to
allow relaxation of protein-solvent and protein-lipid contacts.
Reference simulations without inserted β-sheet aggregates
were carried out with a pure POPC membrane patch
composed of 170 lipid molecules. Depending on the two types
of initial bilayer sizes, the entire solvated systems consisted of
roughly 42,000 to 67,000 atoms (Table S1).

Analysis protocol

From the individual simulation trajectories, samples were
collected every 100 ps and used throughout subsequent ana-
lyses. The first 500 ns of each trajectory were not considered
for analyses to ensure that the results are not biased by the
initial equilibration of the simulation system. The extent of the
pore formation process was quantified by partial density pro-
files across the lipid bilayer and the occurence of continuous
polar transmembrane defects.

Partial density profiles

The partial densities of water molecules, polar lipid groups
and ions across the simulation box and along the membrane
normal direction were computed using the gmx density tool.
Histogram binning was done relative to the center of all lipid
atoms. Partial density profiles were averaged over all inde-
pendent trajectory replicates per simulation system.

Reaction coordinate for polar transmembrane defects

To monitor and quantify polar transmembrane defects in
the model membrane, i.e. the presence of water molecules and
the polar lipid head groups in the hydrophobic center of the
phospholipid bilayer, a reaction coordinate analysis was carried
out based on the work by Awasthi et al. (39). The reaction
coordinate was defined as the parameter ξ and indicates the
fraction of slices along the 2.8 nm thick transmembrane region
that are occupied by at least one lipid or water oxygen atom in
each frame. In total, 28 equally distributed slices along the
membrane normal with 0.1 nm increments were used. A value
of 0 for ξ thus means that no slice in the hydrophobic trans-
membrane slab is occupied by polar atoms. A value of 1 for ξ

http://www.pymol.org/pymol
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means that all slices are occupied by polar atoms, therefore
indicating a continuous polar defect in the membrane. Reac-
tion coordinate values for each simulation frame from all in-
dependent trajectory replicates per simulation system were
combined, sorted into 1-d bins and normalized. The proba-
bility pi = ξi,j/ξtotal was calculated, where ξi,j is the number of
frames j in the bin i and ξtotal is the total number of frames.
The logarithm of p(ξi) multiplied by a constant factor (-RT,
with T = 300 K) results in a free energy value in units of kJ/
mol.
Contact analysis and mapping

The frequency of short-range interatomic contacts between
the peptide oligomer structures and water, polar lipid groups,
as well as ions was quantified for every frame using the contact
search algorithm provided by the g contacts program (103).
Pairwise residue-based contacts with a cutoff distance of
0.5 nm between heavy atoms of the analyzed groups were
averaged over all independent trajectory replicates per simu-
lation system.
RMSD of atomic positions

Comparison of oligomer model conformations obtained by
the MD simulations with respect to the starting structure by
calculating rmsd of mainchain and Cβ atoms from the
(transmembrane) β-strands.
Visualization

Renderings of atomic coordinates were carried out with the
molecular visualization software PyMOL (99).
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